BRODHEAD LAW, LLC
Ben Brodhead is the
attorney to call for
tractor-trailer cases

AS AN HONORS GRADUATE OF HARVARD

Law School, Ben C. Brodhead is no stranger
to hard work, and, for more than a decade,
there is no one who has fought harder to
hold the trucking industry accountable when
it recklessly injures or kills Georgia’s citizens.
Brodhead’s efforts and accomplishments on
behalf of his clients have earned him inclusion on the Georgia Super Lawyers® list for
the third year in a row.
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BEN BRODHEAD IS THE ATTORNEY
OTHER ATTORNEYS CALL
Brodhead’s ability to think outside the box
has earned him a reputation as the attorney to call when there is a serious injury
or death caused by a tractor-trailer. Even
fellow Georgia Super Lawyers honoree Jim
Neuberger says “Ben Brodhead is the attorney I would associate on any serious injury
or death case caused by a tractor-trailer.”
“I am very proud of the fact that outstanding attorneys such as Jim [Neuberger]
trust me enough to associate me on their
cases,” says Brodhead. When asked about
Brodhead, attorney Mark Sullivan says,
“Most attorneys work hard on their cases,
but Ben Brodhead takes it to another level
and comes up with successful strategies
that no one else has ever even considered.
I have seen him get millions of dollars on
cases other attorneys would have lost.”
BEN BRODHEAD TAKES THE FIGHT
AS FAR AS NECESSARY - EVEN TO
THE SUPREME COURT
In the past year alone, Brodhead has successfully fought for
his clients in both the Supreme Court and Court of Appeals
of Georgia, gaining rulings that will help all plaintiffs against
companies that try to avoid responsibility for the harm they
cause. Brodhead enjoys the challenges of arguing in the highest
courts. “No matter how hard the trucking companies fight, we
will fight harder,” he says.
Although Brodhead takes all types of catastrophic injury
cases, he has dedicated a substantial portion of his practice
to mastering the intricacies of trucking litigation. Trucking
cases are far different than normal car wreck cases due to the
volume of state and federal regulations governing the industry

and the duty of care placed on professional drivers. “We take
great pride in knowing the law better than our opponents and
using that knowledge to achieve the maximum recovery for
our clients,” says Brodhead.
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